MIMSYS Company Profile
MIMSYS is IT Business Solution Company offering comprehensive range of software modules for
different management functions of Organization. MIMSYS actively promotes and sells its
products in MENA region along with partners offering Sage ERP solution.
MIMSYS is SAGE Development partner and has developed multiple modules on Sage ERP 300 /
ACCPAC platform. MIMSYS offerings include HRMS, CRM, Vendor Relationship Management,
Asset Management, Facilities and Asset Maintenance solutions and Enterprise Mobile Access
Solution.
MIMSYS specializes to cater vertical specific solutions and has developed an Enterprise
Laboratory Information Solution (an LAB ERP) for Healthcare Institutions, Hospital Labs, Clinical
Research Labs and Stand-alone Labs.
MIMSYS products are backed by a team of experienced domain, technical and functional
resources from its INDIA Development Center. Its dedicated team of support/help-desk
executives assists clients and partners for successful implementation and running of applications
throughout the year.

2.1 Company Profile
MIMSYS Technologies is committed to providing the best solutions, services and technologies
that translate into real business value. MIMSYS has offices in the USA, Middle East and India.
MIMSYS has signed-up as a development partner with SAGE with the prime objective of
developing HRMS, VRM, Asset Management, Facilities & Asset Maintenance Modules, CRM
Module including Self Service Portals suit of products. MIMSYS is also a Sage CRM development
partner and offers very innovative product on the Sage CRM platform. MIMSYS also offers
visually appealing mobile apps on handheld device.
MIMSYS has vertical focus on innovation in health care by changing the way providers at the
point of care access information pioneering planned solutions, and explore novel ways to meet
provider's needs.
The Sage ACCPAC ERP platform is an award winning world class multi-tier solution development
and deployment architecture. The MIMSYS system is designed on multi-tiered environments,
which enhances performance and scalability.
MIMSYS draws expertise from persons with very deep and extensive experience in both
software development and functional domain of products developed. With its international
exposure and background, the company is highly effective in and has perfectly positioned the

products for the GCC, Middle Eastern, African, Indian, South East Asian, European and American
markets.
Using industry-standard technology is not the same as having architecture. Many software
companies without a real architecture make pretentious claims based on the technology they
use, but do not own.
A superior software product is the embodiment of a superior architectural design, just like a
beautiful building embodies beautiful real-world architecture. The architecture itself is the way
that the product or building is organized. This organization determines the stability of the
product or building and the limits to which it can extend its overall use and functionality. The
way a software product is organized determines how well, or how poorly, it fits into the
software landscape of industry-standard technology, how well it can adapt to new technologies
and business and computing paradigms, and how well it can scale as transaction volumes and /
or the number of users accessing the product increase.
Our Vision is to empower, enable and enrich Customers, Partners and Employees to be a
chosen vehicle of growth for all stakeholders and a source of inspiration to society
Our Mission is to provide world class solutions to our customers by combining the depth of
Management Best Practices, Business Knowledge and Technology Expertise to Deliver
Business Value through High Performance Teams.

